
ENVELOPE
PRINTING
GUIDE What sizes and types of 

envelopes can CQ print on?
The minimum size we can print on is 146mm x 98mm. We 
have a wide range of envelopes for you to choose from 
including window, non-window, square, coloured and metallic.  
For a full range please see our showroom. It’s likely we can 
also print onto your own envelopes .

What should I consider when designing a file to print 
onto an envelope?
Envelopes will skew slightly so avoid a border too close to the edge of the envelope or too close to the window.  
We recommend at least 5mm border. If possible avoid block colours over the areas where there are seams as toner  
transfer can be affected by the flaps and variation in thickness. (Note: this is not a problem if we are offset printing your 
envelope.)

Using Bulk Mailing 
with NZ Post 
If you are bulk mailing with volume post 
you will need to make sure your design 
complies with the NZ Post restrictions.

If we can help further just call us on 
03 963 8899 or email info@cq.co.nz

7
Got a question or need to approve your mail piece design? Please contact us via fp.pp@nzpost.co.nz or on 0800 501 501

Front of DLE sized mail piece – measurements
(diagram shown at 100%)  Length = 225mm  Height = 114mm

This example shows the clear zones for a DLE window mail piece. If you are printing the delivery address 
directly onto the envelope or postcard only one 8mm clear zone is required around the delivery address itself.

123 Sample Envelope Street Address block
(can extend 
across the width 
of the mail piece)

Sortcode clear zone – can be white and/or an approved Pantone colour but must be clear of logos, graphics and text. 15mm

Max 40mm

Max 100mm

Min 8mm

Sender address area

Object area
(graphics, logo, text)

Min 8mm

Min 
8mm

Min 
8mm

Min 
8mm

Min 
8mm

<Postal ref/barcode> <4>

A B Sample

Sample Address 
Sampleton   0000

PO Box 12345, Wellington Mail Centre, Wellington 5045

Min 8mm

Min 8mm*
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40mm

80mm

Indicia area 5-10mm

10mm

5-10mm

10mm

New Zealand
Permit No.   123456

32.5mm 27.5mm

14mm
3mm

*  For DLE, Max POP, E8 there may be insufficient space for an 8mm clear zone below the window. In these cases the 8mm clear zone can overlap with the 15mm sortcode clear zone.

Common envelope sizes

C4 (324mmx229mm)

C5 (229mmx162mm)

155mm Square

C6 (162mmx114mm)

185mmx130mm

DLE (225mmx114mm)

Please call us for specialty 
envelopes and other sizes.

cq.co.nzCQTS8 Printed on our 300gsm Silk Matt Stock


